The Caribbean Philosophical Association calls for papers to be presented at its Shifting the Geography of Reason XX Annual Meeting – to be held in-person at Michigan State University – that engage philosophy and literature aimed at developing ideas and practices of liberation.

**Deadline: June 30, 2022**

Languages: Creole, English, French, Portuguese, or Spanish.

**Individual abstracts:** Submit proposals through this website: https://forms.gle/A3cJqSmqeV1iVzvFA. Expect to enter the presenter’s name and institution – when this applies – rank (where applicable), email address, title and a 150-word abstract.

**Abstracts for panels:** Panels are made up of at least three presenters and a maximum of four. On behalf of their fellow panelists, the chair of the panel submits all abstracts using https://forms.gle/A3cJqSmqeV1iVzvFA. Each abstract should be a maximum of 150 words. Each individual abstract should start with the presenter’s name, the presenter’s institution of affiliation, rank (where applicable), and email address. In addition to their individual abstract, the chair of the panel should submit a brief abstract for the panel, containing the panel’s title and an abstract of a maximum of 150 words.